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PET Writing Part 3 (letter) 
 

Here is a typical PET question for Writing part 3. 
 
This is part of a letter you receive from an English penfriend. 
I know you like going to the cinema. What’s the best film you’ve seen recently? Why did you like 
it? Do you think I’d like it? 
 
Now write a letter, answering your penfriend’s questions. Write about 100 words. 
 
It’s a good idea to make a few notes before you begin writing. For example, what film are you 
going to talk about? Don’t choose a film that you liked if you don’t know key vocabulary which you 
will need. It may be a good idea to invent a film – it’s easy to think of a title – and then you have 
freedom to write what you want. 
Eg The Lonely Princess (romantic film, very sad in places, happy ending) 
Remember to include the specific information the question asks for (name of film, why you liked 
it, if friend would like it) 
Think of specific vocabulary and expressions to talk about films, eg It stars, played by, it’s set in, a 
happy ending 
100 words isn’t much, so don’t waste time with a long irrelevant opening paragraph. Get to the 
point directly. 
Think of an English name for your penfriend. Remember that the first sentence must begin with a 
capital letter. You can end with  “Best wishes”  
 
Here is an example. There are some notes in red to help you notice the main points. 
 
Dear Mary, (begin with Dear + name and a comma) 
       Thank you for your letter. It was great to hear from you. (you can use this phrase for 
any letter) You asked me to tell you about a film which I’ve seen recently. (go directly to the point) 
Well, (gives the letter a colloquial tone)  last Saturday some friends and I went (try to use a variety 
of tenses, including the past if possible) to see “The Lonely Princess”. It stars Maggie Moore as a 
rich girl who is looking for love. She meets several different men but they all break her heart. In 
the end she finds love with Nick, played by Ralph Roberts. (use the present to talk about the 
events of the film) I enjoyed (try to use synonyms for words in the question) it very much, because 
it was sad in places but had a happy ending. I think you’d like it because it’s set in New York, and I 
know that’s your favourite city. 
 Write soon and tell me if you liked it! 
     Best wishes 
      (Your name) 

 
 
 
 
 


